The Crying of Lot 49 presents the writer's major ideas through Oedipa Maas who tries to seek out the truth of a mysterious underground postal network, Tristero. Of the many themes inherent in The Crying of Lot 49, probably the most important and widespread of all is 'paranoia', which plays a major role in helping us to comprehend and appreciate other thematic ideas. The other main motif in this novel is a conspiracy. However, it is really difficult to distinguish between reality and fantasy in the crazed environment. Therefore, it is uncertain that the existence of Tristero is a real conspiracy or just a paranoia. The world revealed to her after considering Tristero's knowledge is totally different from the world previously familiar to Oedipa and she discovers that the nature and origins of Tristero will not be a quest of simple curiosity any longer and she greatly needs to escape from the closed system of perception. The secret of the Tristero case should be found in order to return to reality. In addition, accepting what Oedipa has seen and heard may be a reasonable way for her to become a paranoiac. 
Introduction
Rights, and, to some extent, women's rights" [2] . The death of those leaders was shocking to the public and it has not been explained completely since that time.
Those circumstances produced various theories of conspiracy. We can state that conspiracy was a very characteristic feature of that time. This kind of conspiracy is another main motif of The Crying of Lot 49. Oedipa returns to her house from a party and finds a letter which says that she became the executor of the estate of Pierce Inverarity, her former boyfriend who was very rich. The message seems to be very clear but not for her as she thought that she did not have qualifications for that task. However, she is ready to take the challenge and execute the estate. We can say that the conspiracy has begun from that moment.
Paranoia in Characters
The opening of the novel makes an innocent woman, Oedipa, who is an average suburban woman living a simple and boring life. She attends Tupperware parties and usually spends her time cooking. By presenting Oedipa as an average modern individual, Pynchon is setting the stage for her later to be more dramatic. "Perhaps the only unusual element of Oedipa's life, aside from her marriage to the former used car dealer turned radio DJ Mucho Maas, is the relationship she once had with one Pierce Inverarity" [3] . This makes Oedipa to remember her last conversation with her former boyfriend. Before Pierce died, he spoke to Oedipa on the phone and began to ramble on in comedic voices. He is clearly exhibiting insane and paranoid behavior, and this behavior forecasts some of Oedipa's paranoid ramblings.
Oedipa's trip to San Narciso is the most important discoveries about the world and it leads her to a series of encounters with many individuals who are suspicious of the motives.
She drove into San Narciso on a Sunday, in a rented Impala. Nothing was happening. She looked down a slope, needing to squint for the sunlight, onto a vast sprawl of houses which had grown up all together, like a well-tended crop, from the dull brown earth, and she thought of the time she'd opened a transistor radio to replace a battery and seen her first printed circuit. The ordered swirl of houses and streets, from this high angle, sprang at her now with the same unexpected, astonishing clarity as the circuit card had. Though she knew even less about radios than about Southern Californians, there were to both outward patterns a hieroglyphic sense of concealed meaning, of an intent to communicate. [4] "While this may very well be nothing more than coincidence, Oedipa determines that it is more than coincidence" [3] . This potential conspiracy is almost comically less sophisticated than those which Oedipa later believes to be uncovering. "Metzger is the first individual who chooses to encourage a frustrating experience for Oedipa by hiding the truth from her and by being otherwise stubborn to tell her what she wishes to know" [3] . He refuses to give her the right information about the movie and even though Oedipa agrees to play a sexual game to find out the plot of the movie.
Metzger still gives ambiguous hints, and thus things grow more unclear. in an unfamiliar environment" [3] .
All of the characters, even though there are minors, who visit 'The Scope' seem to be expressing some paranoid thinking. We are introduce to Metzger's friend Manny Di Presso, a lawyer. Di Presso thinks that the Mafia is chasing him wherever he goes. He is certain that "All the time, somebody listens in, snoops; they bug your apartment, they tap your phone …" [4] (112).
In fact, many of Pynchon's characters are frequently overwhelmed, deceived, or disturbed by information and they often make the story more ambiguous and systematically conspiratorial. Hilarius becomes insane" [5] . We can infer that the author's purpose is to expose the underside of American dream.
Mysterious Code: WASTE
Since Oedipa had only seen the organization referenced in writing, she managed to interpret it much differently than its members intended. More ambiguity is created when she has to mail a letter by the system. Also, she must look closely to check the periods between the letters on the mailbox, which could easily clear that her patterns of thinking change dramatically as well" [3] . She seems to have made a suspicion that perhaps she is a part of something bigger that can threatens her life. She reexamines Inverarity's will once again to see whether he might have attempted to "leave behind an organized something after his own annihilation" [4] (132).
Conspiracy against Tristero
Oedipa discovers that the nature and origins of the Tristero will not be a quest of simple curiosity any longer. She is in great need to escape from the closed system of perception. The secret of the Tristero case should be found in order to return to reality. After meeting Di Presso and Dribletts, she has confidence that there is too much paranoia and suspicion to find out clear answers. Therefore, Oedipa is very careful to ask about the Tristero from her next encounter with someone who knows the Tristero. Oedipa meets Stanley Koteks who is a scientist at the previously Inverarity-owned Yoyodine corporation, and notices that he is drawing the post-horn symbol on some paper. Although she wants to find the exact meaning of his drawing, she intentionally avoids direct questions.
Even so, her interest of the symbol causes Koteks to suddenly order her to forget the subject and to totally ignore her. "If even a supposedly thoroughly rational scientist is prone to paranoid actions due to the mere mention of possible Tristero connections, it seems very unlikely that Oedipa will be able to handle full knowledge of the subject" [3] .
It is not surprising that hints of the Tristero begin to manifest themselves even more obviously throughout the city. "A bronze historical marker at a scenic lake which Oedipa visits commemorates a 19th century ambush of postal workers by "masked marauders" [4] (141), a nursing home resident she encounters wears a signet ring with the post-horn symbol engraved on it, a stamp expert discovers the symbol hidden on a stamp out of Pierce's large collection" [3] . Oedipa is slowly aware of that the Tristero's influence is widespread in this society. She has searched many signs of it, but the true nature of these signs is not revealed easily. Because of this, Oedipa is afraid of that "she too might not be left with only compiled memories of clues, announcements, intimations, but never the central truth itself" [4] (147).
Pynchon has given us no more clues as to how we are to interpret events than he has to his protagonist.
However, "it is clear that Oedipa believes that there must be something more than mere coincidence at work, a sign that not all is right in her mind" [3] . Oedipa enters into a state of panic, and she feels like she is "fluttering out over an abyss" [4] (214) which has swallowed all that she once knew. We do not know why all of these men have simultaneously abandoned Oedipa when she needs them the most. "Whatever is going on does seem highly suspect, but we still have no way of knowing for certain whether or not these coincidences are the result of unfortunate luck, or if Oedipa is right in assuming that something far more sinister is at work" [3] .
Although she continually pursues the Tristero, the amounts of Oedipa's research ultimately is very little. It seems that she has been threatened by unknown evil forces. Oedipa becomes "reluctant to follow up anything" [4] (224), and is desperate to get away from these evil forces and to alleviate her troubled mind. As a result, she begins to seriously consider suicide. She goes driving at night with her lights turned off to expect something would happen. When fate prevents her from collision, she decides to be more deliberate next time. It seems that suicide is the only solution to escape her problems. Her attempts to impose a desperate rationality on the situation. She is in her dilemma. Her choice becomes either to maintain to relate to this hostile world through paranoia, or to depart from it. In the end, Oedipa chooses to continue her life, but whatever it is "they'll call it paranoia" [4] (229). 
Entropy and Information
One of Pynchon's central metaphors is the concept of entropy, which has two clinical definitions. In thermodynamics, entropy corresponds to the unavailable (wasted) energy when mechanical work is derived from the heat energy of a closed system (any system for which there can be no gain or loss of energy from its surroundings). In communication theory, entropy is analogous to audio or visual static, any outside influence that inhibits communication and, possibly, distorts the message for the receiver. In each field, entropy is expressed by a similar equation. "Pynchon plays upon this coincidence, using the term to represent a measure of the degree of disorder or chaos in the universe, and in any system within the universe. This chaos becomes the adversary to Oedipa's quest" [6] . By using entropy as a metaphor, Pynchon describes a fundamentally negative view of life. "The second law of thermodynamics dictates a universal heat death, and a deterioration of all closed systems; if we follow its linear indication. But a human being is not a closed system, and neither is a societal institution, in each there is a constant energy exchange outside itself" [6] .
Writing itself must be an organizational process, if it is to communicate information, and is therefore an anti-entropic gesture. If our chaotic opponent is the rational concept of entropy, this mode of thought may be a positive, constructive alternative for circumventing it. "Pynchon's use of humor, puns, coincidence exemplify this alternative, and result in a positive answer to the apparent "exitlessness" of American life" [6] .
The law of entropy was slowly spread out observe and describe social phenomena in the 20th century.
"According to the theory, in an isolated and closed system, the entropy value will only increase, and the matter and energy will dissipate irreversibly from the available to unavailable, from the valid to invalid, and from the orderly to disorderly. The entropy of the world always tends to the maximum, and eventually the effective energy which can be used to do work does not exist on the earth. The temperature everywhere will reach equilibrium, so the whole universe will be in the state of "heat death", that is, the eternal silence of death" [5] .
While the novel is nominally a mystery about the relationship between the death of our protagonist's former boyfriend and a secret mail-carrying operation known as Tristero, the subtext is concerned with how we sort and interpret information in highly entropic systems. When we talk about a highly entropic system as it relates to communication theory, we're really talking about the correlation between chaos and information. As chaos increases, more and more information is produced, but it also becomes more and more difficult to understand. As the degree of information increases, the likelihood of successfully interpreting the meaning of it decreases. Thus, the more signs she discovers and understands the more situation complicates.
Oedipus Myth
Many critics focus on symbolism and meanings behind Oedipa's name. "Even her name is a part of her identify, as "Oedipa" references the Greek myth of Oedipus who tries to find his identity because he was abandoned at birth. Like Oedipus, Oedipa search for answers to the mysteries of the Tristero [7] ". In this, it is possible that two kinds of reading can be performed. 
Conclusion
The paranoia is the key word of The Crying of Lot 49 and it plays a major role in helping us to comprehend and appreciate other thematic ideas. It also helps us to figure out the structures which can be examined in the novel. In the end, Oedipa finds herself alone and alienated from that society, having lost touch with the life she used to lead before she began her attempt to uncover the mystery of the Tristero. The drug culture plays a big part in this sense of isolation.
The world around Oedipa seems to be a world perpetually on drugs, manic and full of conspiracies and illusions. And though that world is exciting and new, it is also dangerous: drugs contribute to the destruction of Oedipa's marriage, and drugs cause Hilarius to go insane. Oedipa hallucinates so often that she seems to be constantly high, and ultimately, this brings her nothing but a sense of chaotic alienation.
While Thomas Pynchon is a notoriously difficult writer to understand, he is able to present the modern world which has strange, chaotic and difficult features. that the purpose of the subversion expressed in postmodern novels is not to destroy the existing world, but to liberate the repressed personality, to dispel the hierarchical social order, and to release more free space for humanity" [5] .
